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Abstract
In the current era of the Covid-19 pandemic, almost all activities use technology, such as the lecture process. Nearly all of the lecturing processes in high education are carried out online to reduce the risk of contracting covid-19. The manual presences system by filling out forms or signatures is no longer effective because it has to be done offline. The online presence system is a system that is needed to find out about lectures, the discipline of teaching, and students. The method used in the development of this system is Prototype. This method has the advantage of paying close attention to user needs and a faster time for software development. The results of this study are a system for online presence in the era of the Covid-19 pandemic in real-time with photo evidence. Teaching can validate and change the presence of students. In addition, the admin can quickly recap the number of teaching and students' presences for reporting. Education also finds it helpful to take the results of student presences for reporting the completeness of the assessment data, and the head of the study program can see the presences summary report online. This system has been tested for functionality with an average result of 83.5% so that it can be said to be successfully built according to user needs.

I. INTRODUCTION
The era of technology has become one of the milestones for the improvement of human civilization. very helpful for human activities. Technology has become very important in supporting activities in higher education, since the Covid-19 pandemic was declared in Indonesia, almost all community activities have been disrupted, including the teaching and learning process at universities[1]. The learning process in higher education is very dependent on the readiness of students and teaching to fulfil administration, such as presences lists. This presence is very important and must be monitored, especially by the campus [2]. Monitoring can be done through the form of the presence. Presences forms that have been printed have many shortcomings, including sometimes being lost, damaged, and fraudulent [3]. As of May 2, 2021, Indonesia registered 45,796 deaths from the coronavirus. The virus has a major impact on the economy, education, tourism, etc [4].
Lectures are currently conducted online so that students and teaching have an online presence. This presences activity is carried out for one semester then recapitulated by the academic party [5]. This process is ineffective because it allows errors and fraud. Recording and processing of presences data that is carried out continuously, recording is done every working day and reporting is called presences [6]. Website technology is a technology that allows users to search for information, conduct email transactions, communicate with instant messengers or social networks, shop through e-commerce websites [7],[8]. Website is the entire web page contained in a domain that contains the information [9][10]. Commonly used web applications such as Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Opera, Apple Safari and others [11].

II. RELATED WORKS

The research conducted by [12] resulted in the development of an android application using a spiral model with the feature of students being able to presences online in real-time and teaching being able to monitor and control the student presence process. Subsequent research conducted by [13] resulted in the design and implementation of the RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) auto presence system which is integrated with the web information system which was carried out experimentally. The study, entitled Android-Based Student presence Application. This study produces a presence Application that can monitor student presences levels and educate students for discipline. in addition, it also facilitates the homeroom teacher to process daily student presence and makes presence data recapitulation [5]. Research conducted by Reymon produces a presence system that can be used to obtain presence data for each presentation session at the conference [14]. Next research on the development of Honda Care software as a motorcycle maintenance application using the prototyping method with a case study on AHASS in Malang City by [15]. In the process, it was carried out 2 times. This research will produce a mobile application that is connected to an embedded system in the form of a vertical water float sensor and NodeMCU. Applications are tested on Motorcycle Owners with user acceptance testing. The test results were 86.3% for software engineering aspects, 89.7% for functionality aspects and 88.6% for visual communication aspects. These results indicate a very good acceptance from the User and will be used as a reference as evidence that the Honda Care application has been completed and can be accepted by the User.

Prototyping is a software development method, which is a physical model of the system's work and functions as an early version of the system. With this prototyping method, a system prototype will be produced as an intermediary for developers and users so that they can interact in the process of information system development activities. For the prototype making process to be successful, it is by defining the rules at an early stage, that is, the developer and the user must have an understanding that the prototype was built to define initial requirements. The prototype will be removed or added to its part so that it is by the planning
and analysis carried out by the developer until the trial is carried out simultaneously along with the development process [16]. This research focuses on developing an online presence system using website-based Prototyping methods.

III. METHODS

This research will use the system design method with the Prototype model. A prototype is a software design method that is widely used by developers to interact with customers during the system creation process and consists of 5 interrelated or influencing stages, namely as follows:

![Figure 2. Prototyping Methods](image)

Based on the prototype model described above, the discussion of each stage in the model can be described as follows:

1. Communication The software design team meets with stakeholders to determine software requirements that are currently known and to describe the area. -area where the definition is further for the next iteration.
2. Quick Plan / Quick Planning In this planning iteration of prototyping is done quickly. After that, modelling was carried out in the form of a "quick design".
3. Modelling Quick Design / Quick Design Model At this stage, planning to model is carried out in the previous stage using structured modelling in the form of DFD (Data Flow Diagram), ERD (Entity Relationship Diagram) and Flowchart to describe the analysis and system design
4. Construction of Prototype / Making Prototype In making a quick design based on the representation of aspects of the software that will be seen by end-users (e.g., user interface design or display format). Quick design is the basis for starting prototyping construction.
5. Deployment Delivery & Feedback / Submission and Provide Feedback on Prototype Development then submitted to the stakeholders to evaluate the prototypes that have been made previously and provide feedback that will be used to improve requirements specifications. Iteration occurs when the developer makes improvements to the prototype. This research was carried out only up to the Construction of the Prototype stage in fast designing based on the representation of aspects of the Software at the end-user.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Modelling

The results and discussion in this research begin user analysis. Modelling database and system display are shown below. Use case diagram is a picture that is interconnected between actors and use cases in a system. This diagram is needed to model the process of a system according to the needs and expectations of users.
In Figure 3 is a use case design that will be used as a guideline for system development, this use case clarifies the needs and functions of the user. In Figure 4 there are 10 entities or tables, bmahasiswa, tbdosen, tbajaran, tbabsen, tbsemester, tbmengajar, tbkelas, tbmatkul, tbjadwal, dan tb user. These entities are related to each other.
Figure 5 is the login display design when the user will enter or first visit the system. Figure 6 is the design of the Dashboard display after the user has successfully entered the system. Figure 7 is the display design of the presences input when the user will perform presence by selecting courses, then making presence with selfies. Figure 8 is the display design after the student has succeeded in making an attendance. A table below appears with details with the time and selfies. Students can see firsthand whether the presence has been successful or not, the time and material being taught.

Figure 9 shows the design of the lecture schedule that the student is participating in. Click details to see the material that has been taught. Figure 10 is the attendance collect display design that can be done by academics and lecturers. There is a time filter feature, courses and there is also export to PDF and Excel.
B. Constructions

The next stage after modelling is the construction of the system. At this stage, the programmer plays an important role in reading the results of the modelling system. The following shows the display results of the system development.

![Login System](image1.png)

**Figure 10.** Login System

![Dashboard Design](image2.png)

**Figure 11.** Dashboard Design

Figure 10 is the student login page. The login page for lecturers, admins and students with the same appearance. Students login using NIM for username, NIDN for lecturers. On that page there is a user guide button which contains the user guide. Figure 11 shows the admin dashboard page. On this Dashboard display, there is a quick menu, namely Matakuliah for courses, Jadwal for schedules, Dosen for lecturers and Mahasiswa for students that can be used to find out this information. On that page there is a graph that shows the number of students per semester and a graph of student attendance based on information such as attendance, lateness, permission, illness and absence.

![View Presence](image3.png)

**Figure 12.** View Presence

![Schedule View](image4.png)

**Figure 13.** Schedule View

Figure 12 is a Display Page after students have successfully input their attendance, there is foto as a photos, Mahasiwa as a student name, waktu absensi as a presence time, ket as a description for attending, late, permission, sick, absent, Dosen as a lecturers, Matakuliah as a courses, Semester, Kelas for class. Figure 13 is a lecture schedule display consisting of No as number, Matakuliah as course name, semester, Kelas for class, Dosen as a lecturers, Hari as a Day, Jam Awal as a Start Hours, and Jam Akhir as a End Hours, Aksi as a Actions for look details.
In Figure 14 is a recap page of student attendance from the admin side. On that page there is a feature for reporting in excel and pdf formats to make it easier to make reports on student attendance in these courses and lecturers. On the page there is No as a number, Nim as a number identity for student, Nama mahasiswa as a student name, Hadir as a attending, Telat as a late, Sakit as a sick, Izin as a permission, and Bolos as an absent. Export ke PDF for report PDF format and Export xls for report Excel format.

C. System Testing
The next stage is system testing. This stage serves to determine the experience and whether it is in accordance with user needs or not. Questions based on the objectives of system development can be seen in table 1 using a Likert scale of 1-4. The results of this test are in the form of a satisfaction questionnaire on the use of the system built, whether it is in accordance with the needs or not. In addition, whether there are errors that occur in this assessment system as well as input and suggestions for system improvement. System testing is needed to involve many parties related to the system being built, especially those who have access to this system. From the sample used, the test results are obtained as shown in Figure 15.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Testing Scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The online presence system can simplify lecture administration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Online Presence system can improve the discipline of lecturers and students?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>This online presence system is easy to use?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Is this system functioning properly?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>This system can help lecturers and students to know the schedule, attendance, and materials?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Admins and heads of departments can find out which lectures are taking?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Does this system reduce presence fraud?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based the results of these tests there are several notes that can be used as a basis for application of this system, whether it is ready or not ready to be applied. Analysis results the trial of this application obtained the following results;

\[ N = \left( \frac{\text{Total Questionnaire Score}}{\text{(Total sample X Questionnaire Max Score)}} \right) \times 100\% \]

\[ = \left( \frac{1240}{(53 \times 4)} \right) \times 100\% \]

\[ = 83.56\% , \]

From the percentage of satisfaction that has been carried out when testing this system shows 83.6% shows that this system can be applied to help attendance at lectures during the covid-19 pandemic so that it can reduce paper use, leaders can directly monitor lecture activities, recap attendance more quickly. some comments are more about an unattractive appearance, a mobile version is made, added to the media used by lecturers in lectures such as Google meet, Zoom, E-learning, Edmodo etc.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the research conducted, the system developed can make it easier to recap teaching journals and presences data in real-time. Lecturers can start teaching whenever and wherever, according to the agreement with students, the material that has already been taught can be seen. This research also makes it easier for students to do presences anywhere. Students can see the presences status, the number of meetings and material taught by the lecturer, and students' teaching schedule. This research is also so that the Academic unit can monitor lectures directly and recapitulate them more quickly and accurately, and then the teaching is well documented so that it can be used for accreditation and other things. Recommendations for further research are online presences applications based on android and integrated directly with the campus Academic System.
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